
CIVIL PROCEDURE
The civil procedure survey is divided into two major areas.

The first section addresses important decisions in the area of fed-
eral jurisdiction and pretrial procedure. The second section is de-
voted to discussing the trial and appellate areas of civil procedure.

I. FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND PRETRIAL PROCEDURE

A. Abstention

The doctrine of abstention provides that when the constitu-
tionality of a state statute is challenged in a federal court or when
state substantive law is unclear, a federal court may decline to pro-
ceed, dismiss the suit, or suspend action in the case until a state
court has had the chance to rule on the point.' The doctrine ap-
plies even though the federal court has jurisdiction under the Con-
stitution and statutes.

The abstention concept, which has since come to be known as
the Pullman Doctrine, was first formulated by the Supreme Court
in 1941 in the case of Railroad Commission of Texas v. Pullman
Co.' Pullman sought, in federal court, to enjoin enforcement of a
Texas Railroad Commission order by claiming that the order vio-
lated its fourteenth amendment rights and that the Commission
lacked authority to issue such an order under Texas law. Clearly,
the federal court had jurisdiction to decide the ancillary state is-
sues, but the wisdom of making such decisions was questionable in
light of the dual policies of minimizing the friction between federal
and state courts and avoiding unnecessary constitutional adjudica-
tions.4 The Court held that the final decision on the meaning of
the Texas statute governing the authority of the Texas Railroad
Commission to issue orders belonged to the Texas Supreme Court
and not to the federal courts.5 In a unanimous opinion, the Su-
preme Court ordered the district court to abstain from ruling on

1. C. WRIGHT, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF FEDERAL COURTS 218 (3d ed. 1976).
2. Id. at 218-19.
3. 312 U.S. 496 (1941).
4. M.D. GREEN, BASIC CIVIL PROCEDURE 10 (2d ed. 1979).
5. 312 U.S. at 499-500.
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the case but to retain jurisdiction while the parties sought a deter-
mination from the state court on the state issues involved.6

Abstention by a federal court, however, is not appropriate in
all cases. During the current survey period, the Fifth Circuit re-
viewed a number of cases in which district courts refused to ab-
stain. In Chancery Clerk of Chickasaw County v. Wallace, a
patient, involuntarily confined in a Mississippi state mental insti-
tution, brought a class action as representative for all persons simi-
larly situated.8 The plaintiff class sought a declaratory judgment
that Mississippi's civil commitment procedures violated their four-
teenth amendment due process rights. Subsequently, the defen-
dants urged the district court to abstain from rendering a decision
in the action on grounds that other lawsuits challenging the com-
mitment process on theories similar to those asserted by the plain-
tiff class were pending in both state and federal courts. The trial
court refused to abstain and the defendants appealed.9

The Fifth Circuit determined that the trial court did not
abuse its discretion by declining to abstain from judgment, despite
the defendants' insistence that the lower court erred by refusing to
invoke the Pullman Doctrine.10 The circuit court supported its de-
cision by finding that neither of the requisite conditions for ab-
stention existed. According to the Fifth Circuit's opinion in Palmer

6. Id. at 501-02.
7. 646 F.2d 151 (5th Cir. Mar. 1981).
8. Id. at 153.
District Judge Smith certified a plaintiff class consisting of three subclasses:

1. All persons who have been committed to Mississippi's state
mental institutions in accordance with Mississippi's statutory procedure
as set forth in [Miss. CODE ANN. §§ 41-21-5, -7, -9, -11, -13, -15
(1972)(repealed 1975)] and remain confined in Mississippi's state mental
institutions,

2. All persons who have been committed to Mississippi's state
mental institutions in accordance with [MIss. CODE ANN. § 41-21-23
(1972)(repealed 1975)] and remain confined in Mississippi's state mental
institutions,

3. All persons who have been or may in the future be committed
to Mississippi's state mental institutions in accordance with the new
Mississippi statutory procedure as set forth in [Miss. CODE ANN. §§ 41-
21-65, -67, -69, -71, -73, -75, -76, -77 (1981)].

646 F.2d at 153-54.
9. 646 F.2d at 153-54. The lower court also denied defendant's alternative motion to

dismiss on grounds that the plaintiff class had failed to exhaust state remedies as required
of habeas corpus petitioners.

10. Id. at 154.
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v. Jackson,11 a case handed down only a few months prior to the
survey period, abstention is required only where (1) there is an un-
settled issue of state law and (2) there is a possibility that the state
law determination will present the federal constitutional question
in a different posture or render it moot. 2 The Fifth Circuit rea-
soned that abstention was unnecessary's because the federalism in-
terest underlying the doctrine-"the reluctance to interject an un-
necessary constitutional ruling into an ambiguous state law
question'_ 4 was absent in the present case.' 5 Additionally, the
Fifth Circuit recognized that "Pullman abstention is required only
when an alternative state forum is available for resolution of the
complaint."' 6 In Wallace other forums for litigation were no longer
available since the pending state court suits had become moot.'
Hence, it was not error for the district court to refuse to abstain.

The Fifth Circuit again confronted the Pullman abstention is-
sue in Exxon Corp. v. Busbee'8 in which Exxon and the Georgia
Oilman's Association filed separate declaratory judgment actions'
challenging the constitutionality of section 1104.1 of the Georgia
Marketing Practices Act.2 0 Plaintiff asserted that this section was
unconstitutionally vague and unenforceable. On appeal, the Fifth
Circuit felt it necessary to determine whether the Pullman Doc-
trine mandated that the court refrain from rendering a decision in
this dispute in light of the fact that section 1104.1 had not yet

11. 617 F.2d 424, 428 (5th Cir. 1980).
12. 646 F.2d at 154.
13. Id. The court also stated that the Younger abstention doctrine, established in

Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37 (1971), which states that federal courts must refrain from
hearing constitutional challenges to state action under circumstances in which federal action
would be an improper intrustion on a state's rights to enforce its laws in its own courts, was
not applicable since there was no ongoing state proceeding. 646 F.2d at 155 n.9.

14. 646 F.2d at 155.
15. Id.
16. Id. See Railroad Comm'n of TeL v. Pullman Co., 312 U.S. 496, 501 (1941).
17. The plaintiffs in the state proceeding had been released from confinement, thereby

rendering the pending actions moot. 646 F.2d at 154 n.6.
18. 644 F.2d 1030 (5th Cir. May 1981).
19. Id. at 1031. These separate actions were subsequently consolidated for trial.
20. GA. CODE ANN. § 106-1104.1 (Supp. 1981). The purpose of the Act was to regulate

marketing agreements between gasoline distributors and gasoline dealers. The challenged
section made it unlawful for gasoline distributors to sell their product at distributor prices
to other distributors. The Act specifically prohibited resale to gasoline dealers for the pur-
pose of reselling it at retail prices when the distributors failed to offer dealers the same
opportunity for purchase, in equal volume and on the same terms, and when the distribu-
tors sold at distress prices to other gasoline dealers in the marketing area. Id.
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been interpreted by the Georgia judiciary.2 1 Once again, the circuit
court tested the case against the two conditions set out the previ-
ous year in Palmer and determined that the second condition was
absent and thus abstention was not required. The appellate court
explained that abstention in a situation such as this, where plain-
tiffs claimed the statute was void for vagueness, would defeat the
underlying purpose of the Pullman Doctrine.2 2 The court noted
that section 1104.1 was a nonpenal, commercial, regulatory statute,
and as such, the standard for testing its constitutionality was
whether the statute was so indefinite as to amount to "no rule or
standard at all."2 A state court would have to find that section
1104.1 was comprehensible and enforceable in order to moot the
constitutional challenge or present it in a different posture,
thereby invoking Pullman abstention. The Fifth Circuit speculated
that even if the state court somehow found the statute comprehen-
sible, it would be a "sub silentio determination of the federal con-
stitutional question for decision-whether section 1104.1 is indeed
capable of interpretation."' Therefore, the appellate court deter-
mined that "a decision to abstain here would be tantamount to a
decision, albeit nonbinding, on the constitutional adequacy of the
statute."'2' Thus, by abstaining, the court would undermine the
very purpose of the Pullman Doctrine. Accordingly, the court held
abstention was not required.2

In O'Hair v. Hill,2 7 another case decided during the current
survey period, plaintiffs Madalyn Murray O'Hair and the Society
of Separationists, Incorporated brought suit under section 19835
alleging a complex series of constitutional violations arising out of
a provision of the Texas Constitution.2 9 Article I, section 4 of the

21. 644 F.2d at 1032.
22. Id. at 1033.
23. Id. (quoting A.B. Small Co. v. American Sugar Ref. Co., 267 U.S. 233 (1925)).
24. 644 F.2d at 1032.
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. 641 F.2d 307 (5th Cir. Apr. 1981).
28. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (Supp. III 1979).
29. 641 F.2d at 309. The court stated:
All of these claims have their origin in article 1, section 4 of the Texas Constitu-
tion. This provision reads: "No religious test shall ever be required as a qualifica-
tion to any office, or public trust, in this State; nor shall anyone be excluded from
holding office on account of his religious sentiments, provided he acknowledge the
existence of a Supreme Being."
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Texas Constitution provides that no one will be excluded from
holding office on account of his religious beliefs, provided that he
acknowledge the existence of a Supreme Being. On that basis,
O'Hair, an atheist, had been excluded from jury service. Plaintiffs
claimed that the challenged provision was a violation of the first
amendment's prohibition against establishment of religion as well
as the constitutional guarantee of a republican form of government
and equal protection. The trial court dismissed the suit, and plain-
tiffs appealed to the Fifth Circuit.3

Appellant O'Hair urged the court to issue a declaratory judg-
ment that article I, section 4 of the Texas Constitution was in vio-
lation of the fourteenth amendment guarantee of equal protec-
tion."1 The Fifth Circuit determined that it was compelled to
abstain from resolving this issue because it was unable to antici-
pate with requisite certainty the position of the Texas courts on
section 4. The circuit court was unable to determine if the Texas
courts read the provision to require the exclusion of atheists from
jury service. 2 As indicated before, the Pullman Doctrine requires
abstention from any decision that must be grounded on a tentative
interpretation of state law.83 Thus, the Fifth Circuit was compelled
to abstain."

Similarly, in Abell v. Frank,"' the Fifth Circuit applied Pull-
man abstention to resolve an issue involving the newly enacted
Texas privilege statute,"' which provides for confidentiality of in-
formation between a patient/client and a professional. Former pa-
tients sued their psychotherapist because of his sexual relation-
ships with them during the period they were his patients.3

Id. (quoting TEx. CONST. art. I, § 4).
30. 641 F.2d at 307.
31. Id. at 310. This contention was grounded upon the fact that O'Hair was excluded

from jury service (and in the future other society members could be excluded as well) be-
cause of her beliefs in atheism.

32. Id. at 311.
33. Id. The court invoked the Pullman Doctrine a second time in the opinion when it

abstained from making a definitive determination of the import of article I, § 29 of the
Texas Constitution which provides that certain inalienable 'rights established in the Bill of
Rights are not delegated by the people to their government and that any infringement of
such rights is void. TEx. CONST. art. I, § 29.

34. 641 F.2d at 311.
35. 625 F.2d 653 (5th Cir. Sept. 1980).
36. TEx. REV. CIv. STAT. ANN. art. 5561h (Vernon Supp. 1982).
37. 625 F.2d at 654. Plaintiffs delivered interrogatories which the defendant refused to
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The Fifth Circuit invoked Pullman abstention because of the
uncertain position of the Texas courts with respect to the new leg-
islation.5 8 Abstention was appropriate in this case because the ef-
fect of the new statute was not clear. Resolution of the issues by
the Texas courts could render a decision by the Fifth Circuit un-
necessary, and thus the court refused to resolve the constitutional
questions presented in Abell. 9

This line of cases from the current survey period clearly re-
flects the Fifth Circuit's strict adherence to the abstention doctrine
in accordance with its two-prong test established in Palmer. By
requiring the district courts to abstain in O'Hair and Abell, the
Fifth Circuit reiterated its policy of abstaining in cases where the
meaning of state statutes is unclear and the state court has not yet
had an opportunity to interpret them or rule on their constitution-
ality. Likewise, the circuit court did not require abstention in Wal-
lace and Busbee because the dual requirements of Palmer had not
been met.

The Fifth Circuit's consistency in strictly applying the Palmer
standard provides the lower courts with the meaningful guidance
they need when confronted with the issue of whether to abstain.

answer on the grounds that it violated his constitutional rights to privacy and confidential-
ity. The defendant also refused to comply with the court order plaintiff obtained to compel
defendant to answer. A hearing was held in which defendant failed to show cause why he
should not be held in contempt, and thus he was confined to jail. Subsequently, defendant
was released on bail, and he petitioned the Texas Supreme Court for a writ of habeas
corpus. His writ was denied and his state remedies were thereby exhausted. When his peti-
tion to the federal district court was also denied, he appealed to the Fifth Circuit. Id.

38. Id. at 656. The court stated:
It is conceivable that the statute will be interpreted to invalidate the order under-
lying the contempt order; that is, the Texas state court might find that the privi-
lege operates retroactively to forbid disclosure of the information ordered by the
court to be disclosed. Apart from any retroactivity issue, however, the impact of
the statute on any action appellant might now take must be considered. It appears
that in order for appellant to purge himself of contempt, he must divulge the
information the court ordered him to disclose. But such disclosure now will appar-
ently violate the prohibitions of the privilege statute and thus subject appellant to
civil liability. The Texas state court may therefore decide that the contempt order
cannot stand. 0

Id. (footnotes omitted).
39. Id. at 657. This decision was made in light of the fact that petitioner's motion

seeking a ruling on the applicability of the new statute to his case is currently pending in
state court. Petitioner filed the motion to reconsider the disclosure order in the district
court of Travis County after the statute went into effect, alleging that it excludes from
disclosure the information the court had ordered him to produce. He urged the court to
rescind its order, and that motion is now pending in Texas state court. Id. at 656.
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Its active role with respect to the abstention issue during this sur-
vey period will likely prove to be of great value in the future. By
clarifying its position in regard to the Pullman Doctrine, the cir-
cuit court has created a more reliable standard for the district
courts, which will ultimately result in greater uniformity within the
Fifth Circuit.

B. Class Actions

In Ford v. United States Steel Corp.," the Fifth Circuit inter-
preted and applied United States Parole Commission v. Ger-
aghty,"1 a recent Supreme Court case that shed new light on class
actions and the Article III "case or controversy" jurisdictional re-
quirement."2 The circuit court reviewed the unusual procedural
history of the class action aspects' of Ford in light of the lower
court's sua sponte certification of the class."

On behalf of himself and all persons similarly situated, John
Ford, a black employee of United States Steel Corporation, filed
charges' 5 for discrimination against his employer. At the same
time, the Government was pursuing a "pattern-or-practice" suit"
directly against the entire Fairfield Works, which sought back pay
for approximately 2700 black production and maintenance employ-
ees. In these suits and others, which were consolidated for trial, the
court found United States Steel liable and granted injunctive re-
lief.L 7 During this period, negotiations were in progress for a na-
tion-wide employment discrimination consent decree with the steel

40. 638 F.2d 753 (5th Cir. Mar. 1981).
41. 445 U.S. 388 (1980). After his own parole application had been denied, Geraghty

challenged recently promulgated parole release guidelines on behalf of all prisoners who are
or would become eligible for release on parole. Id. at 390.

42. 638 F.2d at 758.
43. Id. at 756. Ford's complaint was one of three class actions filed in 1966, alleging

race discrimination at Fairfield Works. Id. at 755.
44. Id. at 756.
45. Id. at 755. Ford's suit and other class actions were consolidated for trial. Id. at

755-56.
46. Section 707 of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-6(a) (1976), granted to

the Attorney General the power to remedy unlawful employment practices under the Act
when the Attorney General has reasonable cause to believe that any person is engaged in a
pattern or practice of discrimination. The 1972 amendments transferred private pattern-or-
practice jurisdiction to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to take effect on
March 24, 1974. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-6(c) (1976).

47. 638 F.2d at 756.
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industry. The parties reached a settlement in which the Govern-
ment agreed to refrain from seeking additional judgments and to
accept all settlements as remedially adequate to bring the steel in-
dustry into compliance with federal anti-discrimination law and to
compensate individual employees for the past and continuing ef-
fects of the industry's discriminatory practices. 8 Not surprisingly,
the Government withdrew its appeal of the unsuccessful backpay
claims. As a result, a great number of black employees at Fairfield
Works were left without a representative. The district court identi-
fied their need for a new class and sua sponte created one to en-
sure that the appeals on the backpay suits would be heard."9 Ford
was named class representative, notwithstanding the fact that he
had been successful in his claim for backpay. The appellate court
reversed the adverse backpay ruling, holding that the district
court's reasons for denying backpay were no longer valid.50

Subsequently, the district court, responding to instruction
from the appellate court, determined that the new class had been
"improperly formed and that Ford was an inappropriate class rep-
resentative. '51 The district court then eliminated the plaintiffs'
class action status by decertifying the very class it had certified
four years earlier. This determination by the lower court meant
that the action as a whole would have to be terminated and the
suit dismissed.52 Ford appealed the trial court's dismissal of the
suit.

The Fifth Circuit noted that earlier Supreme Court cases al-
lowed a plaintiff to remain class representative even though he had
been defeated on an individual claim, provided that the class had
been certified.53 The Supreme Court extended this ruling to the
appellate level in Geraghty when it held that the plaintiff "was a
proper representative for the purpose of appealing the ruling deny-
ing certification of the class," in spite of the fact that the class had

48. Id.
49. Id. "The creation of this new class was accomplished as part of the final judgment

in the consolidated cases." Id.
50. United States v. United States Steel Corp., 520 F.2d 1043, 1048 (5th Cir. 1975),

cert. denied, 429 U.S. 817 (1976).
51. 638 F.2d at 757. See United States v. United States Steel Corp., 520 F.2d 1043,

1048 (5th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 817 (1976).
52. 638 F.2d at 757-58.
53. Id. at 759 (citing Franks v. Bowman Transp. Co., 424 U.S. 747 (1976); Board of

School Comm'rs v. Jacobs, 420 U.S. 128 (1975); Sosna v' Iowa, 419 U.S. 393 (1975)).
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not been certified and that the plaintiff, Geraghty, was no longer
subject to the challenged release guidelines.54

The Fifth Circuit attached a great deal of significance to the
Supreme Court's rationale in the Geraghty decision and applied it
to Ford to determine if the case-or-controversy requirement had
been satisfied. 8 According to the Fifth Circuit's interpretation of
the Geraghty rationale, both facets of the two-tiered requirement
must be satisfied in order to achieve certification. First, there must
be a "continuing 'live' controversy";56 second, there must be "a
presence in any party of some legally cognizable interest in the
outcome of the case (the 'personal stake' requirement). '

1
7

The circuit court vacated the trial court's decertification order
and dismissed and recommended that on remand the lower court
recognize that the class was decertified and the case dismissed be-
cause the trial court determined that Ford no longer had the
proper nexus with the class to act as its representative. The Fifth
Circuit noted that another class composed of persons whose claims
had not been litigated and who had a genuine controversy with the
defendants might still be certified.5"

The Fifth Circuit concluded that should the lower court deter-
mine that the "new" class satisfies the prerequisites of certifica-
tion, 9 it must determine the scope of the class. The Fifth Circuit
particularly expressed concern for those who previously relied on
the lower court's certification and who failed to protect their inter-
ests because they believed they were already adequately repre-
sented by Ford. 0

The Fifth Circuit instructed the lower court, on remand, to

54. 445 U.S. at 407.
55. 638 F.2d at 760.
56. Id. The Fifth Circuit stated that Geraghty implies that a "live controversy" exists

in Ford inasmuch as the prisoners currently affected by the guidelines have moved to be
substituted, or intervene, as named respondents in the suit. Id.

57. Id.
58. Id. According to the lower court, the major factor that led to the decertification

was naming the class representative. Furthermore, the district court did not suggest that
there was not at least a potentially proper class. Id.

59. Id. The "new" class must encompass persons whose claims have not been litigated
and who have a genuine controversy with the defendants. Id.

60. Id. The court also pointed to other factors to be considered. Among these is the
effect of the nationwide settlement itself. The court intimated that the interests of those
who accepted tender and signed releases had been satisfied. Likewise, the court must con-
sider members of the certified class who were not eligible under the settlement. Id. at 761.
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determine if an appropriate class and a "live" controversy ex-
isted.61 If such a class is found, the court must then decide who
should litigate the action. Although the district court had already
determined that Ford should not act as representative, a finding
left intact, the Fifth Circuit suggested that dismissal of the case
was not an appropriate remedy. 2

A few weeks after delivering the Ford opinion, the Fifth Cir-
cuit commented further on the certification for class action suits.
In Walker v. Jim Dandy Co., s Willie Walker, a black male, and
Willie Rhoades and Bobbie Lowery, two white women, brought
suit against their employer, Jim Dandy Company, under Title VII
and 42 U.S.C. § 1981 seeking relief for alleged racial and sexual
employment discrimination. The district court found that the sec-
tion 1981 claim was barred by the statute of limitations and that
the court did not have jurisdiction to hear the Title VII claim be-
cause one of the plaintiffs failed to file a charge with the EEOC
within ninety days of his discharge." As a result, Jim Dandy's mo-
tion for partial summary judgment was granted against Walker,
and only the individual claims of Rhoades and Lowery were tried.6

The district court refused to certify the class, and the appellate
court remanded the cause for further consideration" in light of the
fact that the lower court failed to state the grounds on which it
based its decision. 7

In Walker the court reiterated the Geraghty position 6 and

61. Id. at 761.
62. Id.
63. 638 F.2d 1330 (5th Cir. Mar. 1981).
64. Id. at 1332.
65. Id. at 1331.
66. Id. at 1336. The Fifth Circuit stressed that it was reluctant to find an abuse of

discretion and directly overrule the lower court's order; therefore, it chose to simply instruct
the district court to reconsider its finding. Id.

67. Id. at 1334. The Fifth Circuit noted that "[tihe district court, without elaboration,
refused to certify the class because 'Plaintiffs have not established that the class is so nu-
merous that joinder of all members is impractical or that there are questions of law or fact
or both common to the class.'" Id. at 1333-34.

68. Id. The Geraghty decision buttresses an earlier Fifth Circuit opinion, Huff v. N.D.
Cass Co., 485 F.2d 710 (5th Cir. 1973), which emphasized that the success of the individual
claim is not a proper determination of membership in a class. In Huff the court stated that
"the standard for determining whether a plaintiff may maintain a class action is not
whether he will ultimately prevail on his claim" and that "the court should not exclude
plaintiff as representative because he cannot succeed on the merits of his individual claim."
Id. at 712.
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reevaluated the standards for maintaining a class action suit. The
Fifth Circuit, however, pointed out that Geraghty failed to address
the "adequate nexus" issue, another requirement associated with
class action certification. Nevertheless, the Fifth Circuit was con-
fronted with the "adequate nexus" prerequisite issue in Satter-
white v. City of Greenville," an en banc decision rendered after
the case had been remanded by the Supreme Court for further
consideration in light of Geraghty and Deposit Guaranty National
Bank v. Roper.70

Satterwhite is analogous to Walker in that the plaintiff,
Minda Satterwhite, like plaintiffs Rhoades and Lowery in Walker,
sought to represent a class that had allegedly been denied employ-
ment because of sexual discrimination. 1 The lower court deter-
mined that Satterwhite had not been discriminated against on the
basis of her sex"' and thus ruled against her on the merits of the
case.

7
8

The Fifth Circuit had previously held that Satterwhite was
not a proper class representative because she did not have claims
in common, and thus lacked the required nexus, with the proposed
class.74 The district court was instructed to dismiss the com-
plaint.7 5 Subsequently, the Supreme Court reversed and remanded
the case to the Fifth Circuit.70 Likewise, the Fifth Circuit, sitting
en banc, again remanded Satterwhite to the trial court and in-
structed it to determine whether there was a "live" controversy be-
tween the City of Greenville and some members of the class the
plaintiff sought to represent.77 The lower court was instructed that

69. 634 F.2d 231 (5th Cir. Jan. 1981).
70. 445 U.S. 326 (1980).
71. 638 F.2d at 1334.
72. Satterwhite v. City of Greenville, 395 F. Supp. 698 (N.D. Tex. 1975). The district

court found that Satterwhite was not offered the job because of an apparent conflict of
interest. Id. at 701.

73. Id. at 701.
74. Satterwhite v. City of Greenville, 578 F.2d 987, 996 (5th Cir.), vacating on rehear-

ing en banc 557 F.2d 414 (5th Cir. 1977), vacated and remanded, 445 U.S. 940 (1980). The
court held that because (1) Satterwhite had never been a member of the putative class of
discriminatees, (2) because no potential member of the alleged class came forward to assert
the cause, and (3) because no class had been certified, the requirements of rule 23 had not
been satisfied. Id. at 996-97.

75. Satterwhite v. City of Greenville, 578 F.2d 987 (5th Cir. 1978), vacated and re-
manded, 445 U.S. 940 (1980).

76. Satterwhite v. City of Greenville, 445 U.S. 940 (1980).
77. 634 F.2d at 231-32.
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if it found a controversy, it was to determine if the class should be
certified and, if so, who should litigate the class action in a repre-
sentative capacity.

The Fifth Circuit believed the Satterwhite and Walker cases
were similar enough to warrant similar instructions. It emphasized
that the basic notion in Geraghty, Roper, and perhaps Satter-
white, is that the status of individual claims is not dispositive of
class claims.78 In Walker the trial court found that plaintiffs
Rhoades and Lowery were not qualified for the jobs they sought
and thus, like Minda Satterwhite, had not been discriminated
against.79 The Fifth Circuit emphasized the inappropriateness of
dismissing the class action because the plaintiff's individual claims
had been adjudicated, but recognized that the district court could
dismiss if no sufficient nexus between the plaintiffs and the class
existed.8 0 The lower court in Walker, however, chose to dismiss the
suit for a completely different reason. The district court found that
all of the requirements of rule 2381 had not been met and dis-
missed the action.8" For this reason, the appellate court remanded
the case for further consideration.8

An underlying theme which runs through this series of class
action suits is the Fifth Circuit's reluctance to dismiss such suits
where the failure of the individual to meet the class action require-
ments would result in the failure of the class as a whole to prose-
cute or appeal a prior ruling on its claims. The Fifth Circuit has
attempted to salvage the class action status of these suits, if at all
possible, in spite of the individual representative's seeming non-
compliance with the case-or-controversy requirement. Its position
is patterned after the Supreme Court's policy, manifested in Ger-
aghty, of refusing to look solely to the status of individual claims
when determining whether to dispose of class action suits for fail-
ing to satisfy certification requirements.

These cases are significant inasmuch as they serve to define
the limits for dismissing class suits. The Fifth Circuit follows the
Supreme Court's reasoning that a class action should be saved if

78. 638 F.2d at 1335.
79. Id.
80. Id.
81. FED. R. Civ. P. 23.
82. 638 F.2d at 1332.
83. Id. at 1336.
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its only shortcoming with respect to certification is the fact that
the class' representative no longer has a case or controversy be-
cause his claim has already been adjudicated. However, the Fifth
Circuit recognizes that where the more significant "proper nexus"
requirement has not been satisfied, the class action cannot stand.

These cases represent a substantial effort by the Fifth Circuit
to draw clearer lines for lower courts for dismissal purposes. The
class action cases decided by the Fifth Circuit during this period
interpret and apply recent Supreme Court cases so that the lower
courts can evaluate class action suits more accurately when deter-
mining whether they satisfy the requirements for certification.

C. Subject Matter Jurisdiction

In Williamson v. Tucker,84 the Fifth Circuit discussed some
crucial issues relating to a trial court's decision to dismiss a case
for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. Four purchasers sought to
rescind a joint venture agreement, cancel the notes they had exe-
cuted, 85 and recover the amounts already paid on the notes. Plain-
tiffs based their federal claim on the Securities Act of 193386 and
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,7 maintaining that their joint
venture interests as well as the notes issued in payment for the real
estate were securities within the meaning of the Acts."' Each of the
defendants filed a motion for summary judgment under rule 56,89
and a motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction
under rule 12(b)(1). 0 After hearing oral arguments on the motions,
the court dismissed for want of subject matter jurisdiction. The
district court, however, failed to state specifically the rationale for
its decisions.91 On appeal, the Fifth Circuit evaluated the lower

84. 632 F.2d 579 (5th Cir. Dec. 1980).
85. Id. at 583.
The liability of the venturers on each note was several and not joint. Each of the
notes was secured by a vendor's lien and deed of trust covering the undivided one-
third interest in the Property purchased in exchange for such note. Each of the
joint ventures had approximately fifteen venturers.

Id.
86. 15 U.S.C. § 77(b)(1) (1976).
87. Id. § 78c(a)(10).
88. 632 F.2d at 582.
89. FED. R. Civ. P. 56.
90. FED. R. Crv. P. 12(b)(1).
91. 632 F.2d at 585.
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court's actions and determined that it had erred in several re-
spects. First, the trial court did not enter its order to dismiss under
either of the two separate motions before the court.9' Second, the
record failed to show whether the court based its decision on the
undisputed facts or made certain factual determinations in addi-
tion to those of record.9 Finally, the lower court failed to state the
standard it employed to make decisions on the motions."

The Fifth Circuit stressed the importance of the factual basis
of the district court's decision by discussing the different treat-
ments afforded the two motions when a matter outside the com-
plaint is the basis of the attack.96 A motion to dismiss will auto-
matically be converted into a motion for summary judgment when
a court considers matters outside the pleadings in making its deci-
sion. As such, the trial court cannot grant the motion unless there
is no genuine issue of material fact. The Fifth Circuit pointed out,
however, that this added protection is not present where the court
dismisses for lack of subject matter jurisdiction" and that the dis-
trict court is not limited to inquiry into undisputed facts.'7 The
Fifth Circuit emphasized that a trial court may decide for itself
whether jurisdiction exists.'8

In the final analysis, a trial court may dismiss for lack of sub-
ject matter jurisdiction on any one of three separate bases." The
crucial point in the district court's decision, however, rests in the

92. Id. at 587. The Fifth Circuit determined that the trial court's order should be
considered as the granting of a motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction
under rule 12(b)(1) in light of the evidence that showed that the judge did not intend to rule
on the merits of the plaintiffs' claims. Id.

93. Id. at 586.
94. Id. at 586-87.
95. Id. The court pointed out that a motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter juris-

diction under rule 12(b)(1) can be predicated on the lack of jurisdiction on the face of the
complaint. In such a case, the plaintiff retains the safeguards similar to a rule 12(b)(6) mo-
tion, and the court must consider the allegations in the plaintiff's complaint as true. Id.

96. Id. at 588. The Fifth Circuit reviewed the comments of the Third Circuit that
there is substantial authority which holds that no presumptive truthfulness attaches to a
plaintiff's allegations and the existence of disputed facts will not preclude the lower court
from determining the merits of jurisdictional claims. Id. (citing Mortensen v. First Fed. Say.
& Loan Ass'n, 549 F.2d 884, 891 (3d Cir. 1977)).

97. 632 F.2d at 588.
98. Id.
99. Id. The three bases include: "(1) the complaint alone; (2) the complaint supple-

mented by undisputed facts evidenced in the record; or (3) the complaint supplemented by
undisputed facts plus the court's resolution of disputed facts." Id.
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issues surrounding appellate review. If the decision were based on
the complaint alone or the complaint supplemented by undisputed
facts, then the review would be limited to determining whether the
law was applied correctly and whether the facts were truly undis-
puted. The appellate court, however, must accept the trial court's
findings unless clearly erroneous when the trial court has made its
own determination of disputed factual issues. Additionally, the
lower court may be required to explain the factual findings it has
made.100 The Fifth Circuit emphasized that it is crucial for a dis-
trict court to state the basis, including any factual determinations
it has made, of a decision to dismiss for lack of subject matter
jurisdiction. 0 1

The third main issue the Fifth Circuit discussed in William-
son was the standard by which a motion for lack of subject matter
jurisdiction should be decided. The circuit court reiterated the Su-
preme Court's position10 ' that when the basis of jurisdiction is also
an element in the plaintiff's federal cause of action, failure to state
a proper cause of action calls for a judgment on the merits and not
for a dismissal for want of jurisdiction. In the interest of judicial
economy, the Fifth Circuit took the position that when the exis-
tence of a federal right is directly reached and when no claim ex-
ists, the case should be dismissed on the merits.108 By refraining
from treating indirect attacks on the merits as rule 12(b)(1) mo-
tions, the plaintiff is better protected because the defendant is
forced to file either a rule 12(b)(6) motion for failure to state a
claim or a rule 56 summary judgment motion, both of which place
greater limits on the trial court's discretion. Thus, the Fifth Circuit
concluded that a claim cannot be dismissed for lack of subject
matter jurisdiction because of the absence of a federal cause of
action.10"

100. Id. at 589.

101. Id.

102. See Bell v. Hood, 327 U.S. 678 (1946).

103. 632 F.2d at 591.

104. Id. The court, however, pointed out that there are a few narrowly drawn excep-
tions which allow jurisdictional dismissals where the federal claim is immaterial or insub-
stantial. Id.
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D. Statute of Limitations

In Coke v. General Adjustment Bureau, Inc.,10 5 the Fifth Cir-
cuit discussed the requirements and conditions precedent for filing
suit under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
(ADEA).' 0e This case is of particular significance because the court
discussed not only cases applying the 180-day notice requirement
of ADEA, but also cases arising under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964.107 Both Acts share the common goal of eliminating
discrimination in employment, and both have provisions which re-
quire that the individual file with the appropriate agency within
180 days of the alleged discriminatory act.108 "[Bloth this circuit
and the Supreme Court have considered cases arising under one
statute to have value as precedent for cases arising under the
other."109

In Coke the plaintiff alleged that General Adjustment Bureau,
Incorporated (GAB) unlawfully discriminated against him because
of his age. Plaintiff was demoted from his position as general man-
ager of GAB's Dallas office to a position as adjuster. Coke, fifty-
five, was replaced by an employee under forty years of age. Subse-
quently, GAB made representations to Coke, via one of GAB's cli-
ents, that he would be reinstated. As a result, and in reliance on
these representations, Coke refrained from filing the required no-
tice with the Secretary of Labor. 10 Finally, after GAB failed to
take action to reinstate him as promised, Coke filed notice. The
charge was filed more than 180 days after the actual demotion but
within 180 days of the last representation by GAB that Coke
would be returned to his original position."1

105. 640 F.2d 584 (5th Cir. Mar. 1981) (en banc).
106. 29 U.S.C. § 621 (1976).
107. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to 2000e-17 (1976).
108. 640 F.2d at 587.
109. Id. See Oscar Mayer & Co. v. Evans, 441 U.S. 750 (1979); Chappell v. Emco

Mach. Works Co., 601 F.2d 1295 (5th Cir. 1979).
110. 640 F.2d at 586-87. The applicable provision stated:
No civil action may be commenced by any individual under this section until the
individual has given the Secretary [of Labor] not less than sixty days' notice of an
intent to file such action. Such notice shall be filed-

(1) within one hundred and eighty days after the alleged unlawful
practice occurred . . .

29 U.S.C. § 626(d)(1) (1976) (amended 1978).
111. 640 F.2d at 587.
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The lower court granted summary judgment for GAB." 2 Coke
appealed and a three judge panel reversed and remanded."' GAB
petitioned for rehearing en banc, and the circuit court heard the
case. GAB claimed as grounds for its motion for summary judg-
ment that the 180-day filing requirement was a jurisdictional pre-
requisite and, as such, should have precluded the court from exer-
cising subject matter jurisdiction where plaintiff failed to comply
with the statutory provisions governing the filing of suits. The de-
fendant further argued that the court had no jurisdiction to rule
on whether the time period for filing should be tolled for some eq-
uitable reason."'

The en banc Fifth Circuit reviewed and discussed a number of
relevant Supreme Court cases." 5 In recent years, the Supreme
Court has rejected arguments that favor a literal interpretation of
statutory provisions. The Court has repeatedly manifested its dis-
taste for procedural technicalities, particularly in situations in
which laymen must initiate the process by filing without assistance
of a trained lawyer."'

The Fifth Circuit briefly traced the history of selected Su-
preme Court decisions dealing with time provisions and their im-
pact on the jurisdiction issue." 7 The court concluded that the
trend of the Supreme Court is to view statutory references to time
periods for filing as statutes of limitations, as opposed to require-
ments of subject matter jurisdiction." 8 In support of this conclu-
sion, the circuit court noted that since late 1977, all nine Supreme
Court Justices have concurred in opinions which contain dicta us-
ing the limitations label rather than the jurisdictional label."' The
court also pointed out other indications of the new Supreme Court
trend. For instance, in Title VII class actions, the timely filing of a

112. Coke v. General Adjustment Bureau, Inc., 616 F.2d 785, 786-87 (5th Cir. 1980),
vacated on rehearing en banc, 640 F.2d 584 (5th Cir. Mar. 1981) (reaching same procedural
disposition).

113. Id. at 791.
114. 640 F.2d at 586.
115. E.g., IUE Local 790 v. Robbins & Myers, Inc., 429 U.S. 229 (1976); Love v. Pull-

man Co., 404 U.S. 522 (1972).
116. 640 F.2d at 587 (citing Love v. Pullman Co., 404 U.S. 522, 526-27 (1972)).
117. 640 F.2d at 587-89.
118. Id.
119. Id. See Mohasco Corp. v. Silver, 447 U.S. 807 (1980); Occidental Life Ins. Co. v.

EEOC, 432 U.S. 355 (1977); United Air Lines, Inc. v. McDonald, 432 U.S. 385 (1977).
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claim is not considered a jurisdictional prerequisite. 20

Other circuit courts of appeals have also considered this issue
and have determined that the 180-day notice requirement is char-
acteristic of a statute of limitations and the running of it may be
tolled."2 ' The Fifth Circuit, in the 1979 case of Chappell v. Emco
Machine Works Co., 22 along with the Second Circuit 23 and the

120. 640 F.2d at 589.
121. Id. The Fifth Circuit noted:
[T]he Sixth Circuit, in a unanimous opinion, en banc, overruled its prior cases
which had held that the 180 day provision of ADEA was jurisdictional. Relying on
its own struggles with the harshness of the jurisdictional rule, and on the develop-
ing law in other circuits, and on the legislative history relating to the 1978 amend-
ments to ADEA, the Sixth Circuit clearly adopted equitable tolling. [See] Wright
v. State of Tennessee, 628 F.2d 949 (6th Cir. 1980) (en banc) ...

... The Third Circuit has adopted equitable tolling both in the ADEA con-
text and in the Title VII context. [See Bonham v. Dresser Indus., Inc., 569 F.2d
187 (3d Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 821 (1978) (ADEA).]

... T]he Sixth Circuit has now adopted equitable tolling under both
Acts. . . . [See Leake v. University of Cincinnati, 605 F.2d 255 (6th Cir. 1979).]

.[The Eighth Circuit has adopted equitable tolling in the ADEA context,
[see Nielsen v. Western Elec. Co., 603 F.2d 741 (8th Cir. 1979).] In the Title VII
context, the Eighth Circuit precedent is not absolutely clear, but it is probable
that equitable tolling is available. [See] Satz v. ITT Financial Corp., 619 F.2d 738,
745 n.11 (8th Cir. 1980)....

. . T]he Ninth Circuit has apparently adopted equitable tolling under Title
VII. [See Cooper v. Bell, 628 F.2d 1208 (9th Cir. 1980).] But it has not definitely
ruled on the issue with respect to the ADEA. [See] Hageman v. Philips Roxane
Laboratories, Inc., 623 F.2d 1381 (9th Cir. 1980) (court assumed without deciding
that filing period was subject to equitable modification but concluded that circum-
stances did not warrant tolling).

... [T]he Tenth Circuit has adopted equitable tolling under both Acts. [See
Dartt v. Shell Oil Co., 539 F.2d 1256 (10th Cir. 1976), aff'd by an equally divided
court, 434 U.S. 99 (1977) (ADEA)]; Sanchez v. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 499
F.2d 1107 (10th Cir. 1974)(Title VII).

... [T]he District of Columbia Circuit has adopted equitable tolling in the
Title VII context. [See Laffey v. Northwest Airlines, Inc., 567 F.2d 429 (D.C. Cir.
1976), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 1086 (1978).] We have found no case in which the
District of Columbia Circuit has addressed the issue in the ADEA context. How-
ever, Bethel v. Jefferson, 589 F.2d 631, 641-42 n.64 (D.C. Cir. 1978), holding that
related Title VII provisions are nonjurisdictional, relied in part on the legislative
history of the 1978 amendments to ADEA and implied that equitable tolling
would be available under the ADEA.

640 F.2d at 589-91 (case names italicized in original).
122. 601 F.2d 1295, 1299 (5th Cir. 1979).
123. See Smith v. American President Lines, Ltd., 571 F.2d 102, 108-09 (2d Cir. 1978).
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Third Circuit, 2" have interpreted IUE Local 790 v. Robins & Mey-
ers, Inc.15 as implying that equitable tolling of the statutory pe-
riod is permissible.'2

6

The Fifth Circuit evaluated its own record to determine that it
had consistently held that Title VII's 180-day time period is sub-
ject to equitable tolling.'2  The circuit court discounted defendant
GAB's reliance on McArthur v. Southern Airways, Inc.,"" a 1978
opinion which dealt with Title VII's comparable provision for filing
a charge with the EEOC, since the court did not address the issue
of equitable tolling in that case.' 2 ' After McArthur, the Fifth Cir-
cuit explicitly declined to rule on whether the statutory time provi-
sion was a jurisdictional prerequisite.3 0 In its earlier opinion in
White v. Dallas Independent School District,"' however, the Fifth
Circuit concluded that equitable considerations could be taken
into account to excuse one's failure to make a timely filing with an
appropriate state agency.

The appellate court reviewed the legislative history of both Ti-
tle VII and the ADEA to determine that the purpose of the time
provision for filing is to prevent the pressing of "stale claims.""'
Thus, the provision seems to take on the characteristics of a stat-
ute of limitations.'3 s In addition, the court recognized that Con-
gress' acquiescence in the decisions of the various courts, including
the Fifth Circuit, was a further indication of congressional intent
to allow equitable modification with respect to the time provisions
in the Acts.' 3 '

124. See Hart v. J.T. Baker Chem. Co., 598 F.2d 829, 833 (3d Cir. 1979).
125. 429 U.S. 229 (1976).
126. 640 F.2d at 591.
127. Reeb v. Economic Opportunity Atlanta, Inc., 516 F.2d 924 (5th Cir. 1975).
128. 569 F.2d 276 (5th Cir. 1978) (en banc).
129. 640 F.2d at 591-92.
130. See White v. Dallas Indep. School Dist., 581 F.2d 556, 562 (5th Cir. 1978) (en

banc).
131. 581 F.2d 556, 562-63 (5th Cir. 1978) (en banc).
132. 640 F.2d at 593-94.
133. Id. at 593.
134. Id. at 594. The court stated:
[I]n revising the very ADEA provision at issue in 1978, Congress expressly en-
dorsed several circuit court opinions approving equitable tolling. The conferees
stated:

The Conferees agree that the charge requirement is not a jurisdictional
prerequisite to maintaining an action under the ADEA and that there-
fore equitable modification for failing to file within the time period will
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In conclusion, the Fifth Circuit ruled that the 180-day notice
provision is not a requirement of subject matter jurisdiction, but
rather a condition precedent in the nature of a statute of limita-
tions. " ' As such, the time provision is subject to equitable
tolling. 3 '

After resolving the jurisdictional issue, the court considered
whether the trial court erred in granting defendant GAB's motion
for summary judgment. The Fifth Circuit found that there was a
genuine issue of fact over the equitable tolling of the statute." '
Accordingly, the court reversed and remanded.

E. Discovery

In Pan-Islamic Trade Corp. v. Exxon Corp.,3 8 the Fifth Cir-
cuit discussed the trial court's ability to restrict discovery in time
and scope. The district court expressly limited plaintiff's discovery
to those depositions for which notice had already been given, after
plaintiff had repeatedly demonstrated a lack of diligence in pursu-
ing discovery. " 9

At the pretrial conference, the district court denied plaintiff's
motion for leave to amend the complaint and granted Pan-Is-
lamic's request for an additional six months for purposes of discov-
ery in regard to plaintiff's original complaint. Pan-Islamic, how-
ever, failed to use the extra time allotted by the trial court
effectively, "1 0 and toward the end of the six-month period, it filed a

be available to plaintiffs under this Act.
Id.

135. Id. at 596. Circuit Judge Fay, joined by Circuit Judge Gee, concurred in the result
only. Judge Fay stated that while he was unable to interpret Congress' intent in the same
fashion as the court, he did not intend to continue to urge the harshness of an absolute
condition precedent. Id.

136. Id. at 595.
137. Id. at 595-96.
138, 632 F.2d 539 (5th Cir. Dec. 1980).
139. Id. at 553. On April 3, 1974, Pan-Islamic filed its original complaint, but failed to

initiate any discovery until June 11, 1975, almost fourteen months later, when it filed its
first set of interrogatories to the defendants. The company failed to copy and inspect rele-
vant documents identified by various defendants in the answers to the interrogatories. In
addition, the plaintiff failed to make a motion to compel answers to interrogatories under
rule 37(a) when the great bulk of its questions were left unanswered by the defendants.
Finally, Pan-Islamic made no effort to take depositions, make requests for production of
documents, submit additional interrogatories, or pursue discovery in any other form. Id. at
548-53.

140. Id. at 548-49.
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motion for extension of time to complete discovery."" Originally,
the trial court denied this motion, but when plaintiff filed a motion
for the trial court to reconsider, claiming among other things that
Pan-Islamic had mistakenly believed that several motions to com-
pel answers to its interrogatories had been filed, the trial court
granted Pan-Islamic three additional months. 142 The court, how-
ever, expressly restricted the discovery to those depositions for
which Pan-Islamic had already given notice. 43

Notwithstanding the limitations the district court attached to
its order extending plaintiff's discovery time by three months, Pan-
Islamic filed a motion for the production and inspection of docu-
ments. The trial court firmly denied this motion, reminding the
plaintiff that in its order it had explicitly confined discovery to
depositions for which prior notice had been given.'44

On appeal to the Fifth Circuit, Pan-Islamic contended that
the trial court had erred by improperly curtailing discovery and
maintained that it was unable to pursue discovery until it knew
whether the trial court would allow its complaint to be amended.
Plaintiff argued that it was the trial court's delay in ruling on
plaintiff's motion to amend that prevented it from initiating mean-
ingful discovery.' 45

The Fifth Circuit cited two reasons for rejecting Pan-Islamic's
argument. First, Pan-Islamic failed to explain why it could not
have taken a more active role in discovery with respect to issues
raised in the original complaint during the interim period before
the trial court ruled on plaintiff's motion to amend. 46 Second,
Pan-Islamic's argument was without merit because at the pretrial
conference at which the court denied plaintiff's motion to amend,
the trial judge asked Pan-Islamic how much additional time it
needed, and Pan-Islamic set the time of extension.'47 Thus, the
Fifth Circuit held that the plaintiff could not claim on appeal that
its failure to complete discovery was due to the trial court's delay
in acting on plaintiff's motion to amend, when it was the trial court

141. Id. at 550.
142. Id.
143. Id.
144. Id.
145. Id. at 550-51.
146. Id. at 551.
147. Id.
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that later awarded the plaintiff the time it requested to seek fur-
ther discovery. " 8

Pan-Islamic also argued that the trial court abused its discre-
tion by limiting discovery to depositions for which Pan-Islamic had
already filed notice. 149 The Fifth Circuit rejected this claim, stating
that it was unable to find any abuse of discretion on the trial
court's part when Pan-Islamic had refrained from pursuing discov-
ery for more than two-and-one-half years after filing its original
complaint and for the first four months after it had been allotted a
time extension.150

Despite the fact that Pan-Islamic made no motions to compel
defendants to answer interrogatories pursuant to rule 37,151 plain-
tiff argued on appeal that the trial court erred in failing to compel
answers to the interrogatories.152 The Fifth Circuit noted that an
objection to an interrogatory is not considered by a court unless a
motion to compel under rule 37(a) is made.153 The court refused to
accept Pan-Islamic's argument that its statement to the trial court
that it believed that a motion had been made was the same as
making a motion.1 54 The Fifth Circuit concluded that because the
plaintiff's statement did not alert its opponent to the need to op-
pose a pending motion, the trial court did not err in failing to com-
pel defendants to answer interrogatories.155 In addition, the Fifth
Circuit implied that such a ruling could not be made absent spe-
cific information available only to the plaintiff.1"

In Commercial Union Insurance Co. v. M/V Bill Andrews,1 57

148. Id.
149. Id. Pan-Islamic also claimed that the trial court abused its discretion by denying

Pan-Islamic's motion to produce, which was in the form of an exhibit and filed with its
request for reconsideration of the denial of extension of discovery. The Fifth Circuit also
rejected this claim. Id.

150. Id.
151. See FED. R. Civ. P. 37(a).
152. 632 F.2d at 552.
153. Id.
154. Id.
155. Id. The Fifth Circuit pointed out that plaintiff's statement was not accompanied

by a supporting brief explaining what was to be compelled and why compelling defendants
to answer would be justified.

156. Id. "Neither the defendants nor the trial court knew why Pan-Islamic believed
itself entitled to certain answers. Neither had an opportunity to make a fully informed and
rational decision, respectively, of whether or not to answer or to compel answers to the
interrogatories Pan-Islamic wanted." Id.

157. 624 F.2d 643 (5th Cir. Aug. 1980).
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the Fifth Circuit held that the district court did not abuse its dis-
cretion by disallowing testimony of an undeposed witness when the
opposing party had promised that the witness would not testify
and that a deposition would be unnecessary.' " In the pretrial or-
der, the plaintiff insurance company expressly reserved the right to
take depositions of any crew member of the Bill Andrews who
would be called as a witness at trial. The parties were unable to
arrange the depositions and ultimately agreed, informing the court
that the depositions of crew members would not be needed as they
would not be called as witnesses.'0 9 During the trial, defendant at-
tempted to call a crew member to testify. Commercial Union ob-
jected to the testimony, and the district court sustained the objec-
tion and agreed with plaintiff that the pretrial order would be
violated if the crew member were allowed to testify.'10

The Fifth Circuit pointed out that rule 16l " provides that the
pretrial order controls the subsequent course of action at the trial.
The appellate court upheld the ruling of the lower court, stating
that exclusion of a witness from trial is a proper sanction when
parties have agreed prior to trial that witnesses would not be called
and depositions would not be necessary. "

Pan-Islamic is significant because it provided the Fifth Circuit
an opportunity to apply rule 37 to specific problems which arise in
the area of discovery. In cases such as Pan-Islamic, in which a
party fails to make a motion to compel as required by the rule, the
circuit court adopts a rather narrow interpretation. This result,
however, is not surprising since the Fifth Circuit has consistently
adhered to a strict reading of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
As evidenced in Pan-Islamic and Commercial Union, the Fifth
Circuit seems to have adopted a policy of letting the rules, along
with prior agreements among the parties, control when specific
procedural issues are involved. Such a strategy is the fairest way of
dealing with all parties.

F. Summary Judgment

During the current survey period, the Fifth Circuit addressed

158. Id. at 648.
159. Id.
160. Id.
161. See FED. R. Civ. P. 16.
162. 624 F.2d at 649.
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the issue of whether a district court may grant a motion for sum-
mary judgment sua sponte. This issue is particularly significant
since other circuits have recently responded to it and have reached
different conclusions.16 The Fifth Circuit had the opportunity to
comment on the question in Capital Films Corp. v. Charles Fries
Productions.64

Appellant Capital Films, which had purchased a film entitled
"The Trial of Lee Harvey Oswald" (1964) from Falcon Interna-
tional Corporation, brought suit against the American Broadcast-
ing Company (ABC) and Charles Fries Productions, alleging unfair
competition, interference with contractual business relations, mis-
appropriation of an idea, and implied breach of contract. Falcon
had originally released its film in 1964. Despite the publicity and
promotion of the film, it was never a commercial success, and as a
result, it was indefinitely withdrawn from distribution. Twelve
years later, following a renewed public interest in the Kennedy as-
sassination, Falcon learned of appellees' plan to produce and re-
lease a film with the same title. He contacted Fries and ABC to
inform them that he planned to re-release the film. Subsequently,
Falcon sold the film to appellant Capital Films which immediately
undertook to distribute the film. Capital filed suit to enjoin appel-
lees from televising their version of the film. The injunction was
denied, and the Fries-ABC film was televised.' " Appellants then
filed suit alleging unfair competition and plagiarism. 1" Shortly
thereafter, appellees Fries and ABC filed their motion for sum-
mary judgment in response to the claim of unfair competition. Ap-
pellants then sought to amend their original complaint by adding
three additional claims. 167 Thereafter, without notice to appellants,
the district court granted summary judgment in favor of

163. The Second and Sixth Circuits have adopted a moderate approach. See Kistner v.
Califano, 579 F.2d 1004 (6th Cir. 1978); FLLI Moretti Cereali S.p.A. v. Continental Grain
Co., 563 F.2d 563 (2d Cir. 1977). Other courts have given the rule a stricter construction.
See Choudhry v. Jenkins, 559 F.2d 1085 (7th Cir. 1977); Twin City Fed. Say. & Loan Ass'n
v. Transamerica Ins. Co., 491 F.2d 1122 (8th Cir. 1974).

164. 628 F.2d 387 (5th Cir. Oct. 1980).
165. Id. at 388.
166. Id. at 389. Originally, Capital Films filed its action in Texas state district court,

but it was subsequently removed to the United States district court under 28 U.S.C. § 1441
(1976) on the basis of diversity of citizenship under 28 U.S.C. § 1332 (1976).

167. 628 F.2d at 389. Appellant's second amended complaint added interference with
contractual business relations, misappropriation, and implied contract causes of action.
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appellees. 168

Capital Films appealed, arguing that the district court could
not grant a summary judgment when it failed to give the 10-day
notice and hearing required under rule 56.169 Additionally, Capital
Films contended that the three causes of action filed in its second
amended complaint were not before the court as they were pleaded
after appellee filed its motion for summary judgment. 70

In determining whether summary judgment can be granted
sua sponte, the Fifth Circuit noted two approaches to resolving the
issue. One approach, espoused by the Second 17 ' and Sixth1

7 Cir-
cuits, suggests that it is appropriate for the court to act on its own
as long as the opposing party is given sufficient advance notice.
The other, somewhat stricter, approach holds that a court may not
decide an issue without a motion for summary judgment. s7 3 This
view has been adopted by the Seventh'7 4 and Eighth Circuits.17

5

The Fifth Circuit reviewed its 1976 decision in Sharlitt v.
Gorinstein17 6 and reaffirmed its position on the prohibition of sua
sponte entries of summary judgment. 7 Consequently, it vacated
the lower court's judgment with respect to its ruling on the three
additional causes of action pleaded in appellant's second amended
complaint.1

7 8

The Fifth Circuit noted that even in those circuits that follow
the moderate trend allowing sua sponte motions for summary judg-
ment, the ten-day notice and hearing requirement still applies.17

In support of its position, appellant Capital Films cited Kibort v.
Hampton,"s0 a 1976 case in which the plaintiff received neither no-

168. Id.
169. See FED. R. Civ. P. 56.
170. 628 F.2d at 390.
171. FLLI Moretti Cereali S.p.A. v. Continental Grain Co., 563 F.2d 563 (2d Cir.

1977).
172. Kistner v. Califano, 579 F.2d 1004 (6th Cir. 1978).
173. 628 F.2d at 390.
174. Choudhry v. Jenkins, 559 F.2d 1085 (7th Cir. 1977).
175. Twin City Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. Transamerica Ins. Co., 491 F.2d 1122 (8th

Cir. 1974).
176. 535 F.2d 282 (5th Cir. 1976).
177. 628 F.2d at 390.
178. Id. at 391. V
179. Id.
180. 538 F.2d 90 (5th Cir. 1976). In addition to Kibort, the court discussed Enochs v.

Sisson, 301 F.2d 125 (5th Cir. 1962), a case in which the Fifth Circuit reversed because the
district court rendered summary judgment before a time for hearing was set. 628 F.2d at
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tice nor a hearing.' The court recognized no distinction between
Capital Films and Kibort and, as a result, ruled that Capital Films
was denied the procedural safeguards guaranteed by rule 56..

The Fifth Circuit's adherence to the strict Sharlitt rationale in
the face of a growing trend among other circuits to allow sua
sponte motions for summary judgment, which Sharlitt forbids, is
consistent with the Fifth Circuit's traditional concern for protect-
ing parties' procedural rights. By reaffirming its position and re-
jecting the moderate approach followed by the Second and Sixth
Circuits, the Fifth Circuit acted to defend the procedural safe-
guards of rule 56. The traditional approach espoused by the court
in Capital Films appears to be the better view for two basic rea-
sons. First, Capital Films more accurately reflects the language of
the Federal Rules. Second, it lends careful consideration to the in-
terests of all parties and thus represents the fairer view. As such,
Capital Films serves as a reminder of the Fifth Circuit's continual
efforts to preserve procedural fairness in the federal courts.

K.T.

II. TRIAL AND APPELLATE PROCEDURE

A. Trial Procedure

1. Rule 60-Relief from Judgment

Rule 60(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides for
the correction of clerical mistakes or other errors in judgment by
the court at any time. 82 Rule 60(b) allows relief from judgments
for more obvious errors and injustices. 88 In fact, rule 60(b) regu-
lates the procedure for attacking judgments other than by appeal.
It also delineates "the circumstances under which relief may be ob-
tained from the operation of final judgments,"'" being applicable
to both default judgments and judgments entered after trial on the
merits.'85 "By its very nature, the rule seeks to strike a delicate
balance between two countervailing impulses: the desire to pre-

391.
181. 628 F.2d at 391.
182. FED. R. Civ. P. 60(a).
183. FED. R. Civ. P. 60(b).
184. Seven Elves, Inc. v. Eskenazi, 635 F.2d 396, 401 (5th Cir. Jan. 1981).
185. Id.
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serve the finality of judgments and the 'incessant command of the
court's conscience that justice be done in light of all the facts.' "'ee
Justice demands that the finality of a judgment must yield, in ap-
propriate circumstances, to the equities of the particular case in
order that the judgment will reflect the true merits of the case. s8
Although rule 60(b) is used in a discretionary manner, it vests in
the district court power "adequate to enable [it] to vacate judg-
ments whenever such action is appropriate to accomplish jus-
tice." I "8 If the rule 60(b) motion is made because of mistake, inad-
vertence, surprise, excusable neglect, newly discovered evidence, or
fraud, then it must be made not more than one year after judg-
ment, order, or proceeding was entered or taken.'89 All other mo-
tions under rule 60(b) can be made within a reasonable time. 90

In Seven Elves, Inc. v. Eskenazi,'91 the Fifth Circuit examined
the scope of rule 60(b) in regard to default judgments. Without
written reasons, the trial court denied defendants' motion to va-
cate a default judgment for damages for malicious prosecution and
slander.192 Because of the gross neglect of their attorney, neither
the defendants nor their attorney appeared for trial. The attorney
never informed either defendant that he no longer represented
them, nor did he advise them to retain other counsel. Conse-
quently, the plaintiff successfully moved that defendants' plead-
ings be stricken and that default judgment be entered in its
favor.19

Based on these facts, the Fifth Circuit concluded that the de-
fendants were not afforded an adequate opportunity to present
their case and, therefore, vacated the judgment and remanded the
cause for retrial.'" The trial court had entered the default judg-
ment prior to the introduction of any evidence and without exam-
ining the full merits of the cause. The Fifth Circuit stated that this
type of truncated proceeding was not favored and, consequently,

186., Id. (citing Bankers Mortgage Co. v. United States, 423 F.2d 73, 77 (5th Cir.), cert.
denied, 399 U.S. 927 (1970)) (italics omitted).

187. Seven Elves, Inc. v. Eskenazi, 635 F.2d 396, 401 (5th Cir. Jan. 1981).
188. Klapprott v. United States, 335 U.S. 601, 615 (1949).
189. FED. R. Civ. P. 60(b).
190. Id.
191. 635 F.2d 396 (5th Cir. Jan. 1981).
192. Id. at 398.
193. Id. at 399.
194. Id. at 400-01.
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rule 60(b) would be liberally construed in favor of trial on the full
merits of the case. 195

The court, in so holding, determined that rule 60(b) may not
be used to deny a party his day in court. When the basis of the
default judgment turns on the attorney's negligence, rule 60(b)
may not preclude trial on the merits. Liberal construction of the
rule, according to the court, allows justice to be more fully served.

In United States v. Georgia Power Co.,'" the Fifth Circuit
construed rule 60(b)(5), which permits modification of judgments
upon -a motion made within a reasonable time when the district
court is convinced that "it is no longer equitable that the judgment
should have prospective application.1197 The court held that under
rule 60(b)(5) a significant modification in decisional law permits
the district court to prospectively modify a permanent
injunction.""'

In Georgia Power the district court modified a 1974 decree re-
garding a racially discriminatory seniority system at the Georgia
Power Company. The court found that it had become inequitable
to enforce changes in the seniority system which had been ordered
in the original decree because a 1977 Supreme Court decision 19

had sustained a bona fide seniority system, even though it had a
racially discriminatory impact.2 00

The Fifth Circuit recognized and upheld the power of a court
of equity upon the authority of rule 60(b)(5) to modify the pro-
spective effect of its decision in response to changed circum-
stances.2 0 1 The court, in so holding, contributed to the existing
controversy among and within other circuits concerned with
whether a change in decisional law is sufficient grounds for a rule
60(b)(5) modification.20  For example, the First Circuit in Ther-
iault v. Smith20 8 held that when a definitive Supreme Court deci-
sion represents a fundamental change in the legal predicates of a
consent decree, it presents a situation where prospective relief

195. Id. at 403.
196. 634 F.2d 929 (5th Cir. Jan. 1981).
197. FED. R. Civ. P. 60(b)(5).
198. 634 F.2d at 933.
199. International Bhd. of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324 (1977).
200. Id. at 345.
201. 634 F.2d at 932.
202. Id.
203. 523 F.2d 601 (1st Cir. 1975).
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should be available under rule 60(b)(5).214 In direct conflict with its
own decision, the' same court also stated in Lubben v. Selective
Services System10 5 that a change in applicable law does not pro-
vide sufficient basis for relief under rule 60(b)(5).20 In Mayberry v.
Maroney, °7 the Third Circuit established that rule 60(b)(5) does
not contemplate relief solely upon "precedential evolution. 2 0 8 The
Seventh Circuit, on the other hand, in De Filippis v. United
States0 9 held that a definite change in conditions must be estab-
lished which proves that continued enforcement of the original de-
cree will constitute a grievous wrong.2 0

Although there is much controversy among the circuits about
whether a change in decisional law alone is sufficient for a rule
60(b)(5) modification, the Fifth Circuit held that it was sufficient
in this case.2 1 ' The Fifth Circuit's approach in Georgia Power ex-
emplifies sound reasoning because a change in decisional law
should be reflected in injunctive relief to preserve the balance of
equity.

2. Attorneys' Fees

During the current survey period, the Fifth Circuit reinforced
the rule that the award of attorneys' fees is generally not allowed
except when authorized by contract or statute.2 12 However, current
survey period cases reaffirmed the following exceptions and al-
lowed attorneys' fees (1) as damages when conservatory writs were
dissolved on motion, but not on defenses applicable to the mer-
its; 21 3 (2) to the prevailing party when the court exercised its dis-
cretion;2"4 and (3) "for vindicating the public interest by enforcing
fundamental constitutional rights unless special circumstances ren-

204. Id. at 601-02.
205. 453 F.2d 645 (1st Cir. 1972).
206. Id. at 650.
207. 558 F.2d 1159 (3d Cir. 1977).
208. Id. at 1164.
209. 567 F.2d 341 (7th Cir. 1977).
210. Id. at 344.
211. 634 F.2d at 933.
212. Ogea v. Loffland Bros., 622 F.2d 186, 191 (5th Cir. July 1980).
213. Id.
214. Arbrook, Inc. v. American Hosp. Supply Corp., 645 F.2d 273, 278 (5th Cir. May

1981) (construing 35 U.S.C. § 285 (1976)). See also Doe v. Marshall, 622 F.2d 118 (5th Cir.
July 1980), in which the court stated that preliminary relief may serve to make a party a
"prevailing party," entitling him to an award of attorneys' fees. Id. at 120.
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dered an award of attorneys' fees unjust."'"" Under the last excep-
tion, however, there must be a causal relationship between the law-
suit and the primary relief sought through litigation.2 16 The Fifth
Circuit adopted the catalyst test which requires that the lawsuit be
the significant factor in achieving this relief.217

In the typical case, costs will be allowed to the "prevailing
party."21 Rule 54(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure ex-
pressly allows costs to be granted to the prevailing party with no
distinction between actions for equitable and legal relief. Conse-
quently, unless the court otherwise directs, the prevailing party is
entitled to recover costs regardless of the nature of the lawsuit. "'

Usually, the litigant in whose favor judgment is rendered is
the prevailing party for purposes of rule 54(d).220 Thus, a dismissal
of the action, whether on the merits or not, generally means that
the defendant is the prevailing party."21 A party who has obtained
some relief usually will be regarded as the prevailing party even
though all claims have not been sustained."'

The prevailing party issue was directly addressed by the Fifth
Circuit in Miller v. Carson, 2

3 a class action challenging conditions
at the Duval County, Florida jail.22' In the original action, the

215. Iranian Students Ass'n v. Sawyer, 639 F.2d 1160, 1162-63 (5th Cir. Mar. 1981)
(construing 42 U.S.C. § 1988 (1976)). 42 U.S.C. § 1988 provides that the prevailing party in
a suit may recover reasonable attorneys' fees. The provision also requires a strong showing
of special circumstances to justify denying an award of attorneys' fees and costs to the pre-
vailing party. See also Riddell v. National Democratic Party, 624 F.2d 539, 543-44 (5th Cir.
1980).

216. 639 F.2d at 1163.
217. Robinson v. Kimbrough, 620 F.2d 468, 477-78 (5th Cir. 1980). Here, the catalyst

test was adopted as the standard for permitting the award of attorneys' fees to those who
acted as private attorneys general to enforce civil rights legislation and who then settled
their claims against the defendants without formal judicial relief or who had their claims
mooted by defendants who corrected the unconstitutional acts to avoid further litigation. Id.
See also S. REP. No. 1011, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 5, reprinted in [1976] U.S. CODa CONG. &
AD. NEws 5908, 5912. An attorneys' fees award is deemed appropriate when a party has
prevailed on an important matter in the course of litigation, even when he ultimately does
not prevail on all issues. Moreover, parties may be considered to have prevailed when they
vindicate rights without formally obtaining relief. Id.

218. FED. R. Civ. P. 54(d).
219. Id.
220. Id.
221. Corcoran v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., Inc., 121 F.2d 575, 575 (9th Cir. 1941).
222. Lytle v. Commissioner of Election, 541 F.2d 421, 425 n.6 (4th Cir. 1976).
223. 628 F.2d 346 (5th Cir. Oct. 1980).
224. Id. at 347.
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detainees filed a complaint for the purpose of improving conditions
within the jail.2" The plaintiffs successfully sought declaratory and
injunctive relief, damages, and reasonable attorneys' fees.22 6

On appeal, defendant Carson challenged the award of attor-
neys' fees and costs. He argued that even though plaintiff Miller
filed numerous motions and petitions with regard to the defen-
dant's compliance with the order subsequent to final judgment,
they were denied by the district court. The district court noted,
however, that the posttrial motions could not be severed from the
matters on which plaintiff Miller prevailed.227 Based on this rea-
soning, the Fifth Circuit affirmed the award to plaintiffs for attor-
neys' fees and costs.228

Therefore, although plaintiffs were not successful in terms of a
positive court order, the motions were reasonably related to the
claims upon which they were successful.2 29 Defendant Carson's pri-
mary argument on appeal, that the court erred in awarding reason-
able attorneys' fees under 42 U.S.C. § 1988230 because Miller was
not the prevailing party on the postjudgment matters, was subse-
quently rejected by the Fifth Circuit." ' Instead, the Fifth Circuit
held that a party who vindicates important rights "prevails" for
purposes of a section 1988 award of attorneys' fees, even though he
does so without obtaining a formal judgment in his favor."2 The
significance of this holding is that a party may prevail, for pur-
poses of attorneys' fees, on an important matter in the course of
litigation even though he does not ultimately prevail on all issues.
The court's holding expands the definition of "prevailing parties"
by including parties who prevail on important issues which vindi-
cate rights. Under this definition, the question of attorneys' fees
does not turn on whether the party obtains formal judicial relief.

During the current survey period, the Fifth Circuit also estab-
lished that a determination of mootness in a particular case does

225. Miller v. Carson, 563 F.2d 741, 743 (5th Cir. 1977).
226. Id. at 744.
227. 628 F.2d at 348 n.1.
228. Id. at 347.
229. Id. at 348.
230. 42 U.S.C. § 1988 (1976) provides, "In any action or proceeding. . . the court, in

its discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a reasonable
atttorney's fee as part of the costs."

231. 628 F.2d at 348.
232. Id.
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not prevent an award of attorneys' fees on remand.23 3 In Doe v.
Marshall,2s4 the plaintiff brought an action on behalf of her minor
son, John Doe, alleging that the defendants had infringed upon his
rights. The minor was an emotionally handicapped individual who
transferred from one school district to another for medical reasons.
Defendant University Interscholastic League interpreted its own
transfer regulations to preclude John from playing football at his
new school. The district court granted a preliminary injunction al-
lowing John to play football.2" The University Interscholastic
League appealed, and during the appeal, John graduated from high
school after having played football during his senior year. Since
the suit was for injunctive relief only and there was no longer a
justiciable case or controversy, the case was rendered moot.286

Before Marshall, the Fifth Circuit refused to consider the
merits of an otherwise moot case and left the question of attor-
neys' fees for the district court on remand.2 3 7 The court held in
Marshall, however, that a determination of mootness neither pre-
cluded nor was precluded by an award of attorneys' fees.'" The
attorneys' fees question turns instead on a wholly independent
consideration of whether plaintiff is a prevailing party2Y9 Further-
more, another court has held that a party could prevail by acquir-
ing preliminary relief even though the lawsuit was not
completed. 20

In Marshall the Fifth Circuit effectively discarded the previ-
ous practice of refusing to rule on the question of attorneys' fees in
a moot case. The court's reliance on the prevailing party standard
suggests a trend toward increased emphasis on this standard in at-
torneys' fees cases.

233. Doe v. Marshall, 622 F.2d 118, 120 (5th Cir. July 1980), cert. denied, 101 S. Ct.
2336 (1981).

234. 622 F.2d 118 (5th Cir. July 1980), cert. denied, 101 S. Ct. 2336 (1981).

235. Id. at 119.

236. Id.

237. Id. See also Johnson v. Mississippi, 586 F.2d 387 (5th Cir. 1978), in which the
court remanded the case to the district court with directions to dismiss the complaint as
moot after an appropriate adjudication of the reserved issue of attorneys' fees. Id. at 388.

238. 622 F.2d at 120.

239. Id. (quoting Johnson v. Mississippi, 606 F.2d 635 (5th Cir. 1979)).

240. Iranian Students Ass'n v. Sawyer, 639 F.2d 1160, 1163 (5th Cir. Mar. 1981).
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B. Appellate Procedure

1. New Trial

Rule 59(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides
the grounds for a new trial.'4 1 The rule allows a new trial to be
granted to all or any of the parties and on all or part of the issues
in both jury and nonjury trials." 2 Federal trial courts may set
aside a jury verdict and order a new trial if the verdict awarded is
inadequate or excessive." 3 Conversely, a new trial is not to be
granted lightly, nor the facts reweighed, once the jury finds certain
facts exist.144

In Narcisse v. Illinois Central Gulf Railroad,"5 an employee
filed suit against his employer to recover damages for personal in-
jury arising out of an alleged violation by the employer of the Fed-
eral Safety Appliance Act.'" Plaintiff received a favorable verdict,
finding him free of contributory negligence and assessing damages
in his favor at $175,000."11 The defendant filed a motion for a par-
tial new trial on the damages issue. Nevertheless, the court ordered
a new trial on both the liability and the damages issues."8 When
the second trial ended, the plaintiff again received a favorable ver-
dict, but this time the jury assessed damages at $113,000.' Fur-
thermore, the jury found the plaintiff to be fifty percent contribu-
torily negligent, which reduced his award to $56,500.'15

On appeal, the Fifth Circuit addressed the issue of the stan-
dard of review for a district court's grant of a new trial. The gen-
eral rule enunciated by the court was that the granting of a new
trial is reviewable only for an abuse of discretion,' but that dis-
cretion to order a new trial should not be exercised unless the first

241. FED. R. Civ. P. 59(a) provides in part, "A new trial may be granted to all or any
of the parties and on all or part of the issues (1) in an action in which there has been a trial
by jury . . . (2) in an action tried without a jury ....

242. Id.
243. Lucas v. American Mfg. Co., 630 F.2d 291, 293 (5th Cir. Nov. 1980).
244. Narcisse v. Illinois Cent. Gulf R.R., 620 F.2d 544, 546 (5th Cir. July 1980).
245. 620 F.2d 544, 546 (5th Cir. July 1980).
246. 45 U.S.C. §§ 1-43 (1976). These provisions cover violations for safety appliances

and equipment on railroad engines and cars and also protect employees and travelers.
247. 620 F.2d at 545.
248. Id. at 546.
249. Id.
250. Id.
251. Id. (citing Montgomery Ward & Co. v. Duncan, 311 U.S. 243 (1940)).
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jury verdict is against the great weight of the evidence.2 2

The court concluded that the first jury verdict for the plaintiff
could have been supported by the evidence and therefore was not
against the great weight of the evidence.2 5 Since courts are not
free to reweigh evidence and set aside jury verdicts simply because
different inferences could be drawn, the judgment based on the
second jury verdict was vacated and judgment was entered in favor
of the plaintiff in the sum of $175,000, the sum awarded by the
first jury.25 4

The Fifth Circuit in Narcisse reaffirmed prior case law"55 re-
garding the application of the "great weight of the evidence" stan-
dard. This is significant because it illustrates that a new trial may
not be granted unless the verdict is outside the universe of possible
awards which are supported by the evidence. The reviewing court
therefore should not be hesitant to reinstate a verdict where an
abuse of discretion has occurred.

2. Appealable Motions and Orders

During the survey period, the Fifth Circuit ruled on the ap-
pealability of several motions and orders. These rulings involved a
stay order,2" a judicial sale order,257 a motion to disqualify coun-
sel,258 and an order denying substitution of parties.2 "

252. 620 F.2d at 546.
253. Id. at 548. See also Cities Serv. Oil Co. v. Launey, 403 F.2d 537 (5th Cir. 1968), in

which the court stated that the standard to be used by a district court for granting a new
trial is that the jury verdict must be against the great weight of the evidence. Id. at 540. A
rule that permits a court to grant a new trial when the verdict is only against the "greater
weight" of the evidence would destroy the role of the jury as the principal trier of the facts
and would enable the trial judge to disregard the jury's verdict at will. Id. at 539-40. The
court, in so holding, has apparently made a distinction between "great weight" and "greater
weight," with the latter being insufficient for the granting of a new trial.

Therefore, the facts in Narcisse supported the award by the jury because there was
sufficient evidence upon which the jury could have concluded that the plaintiff's injuries
were caused by his accident and were thus within the universe of possible awards.

254. 620 F.2d at 548.
255. See Spurlin v. General Motors Corp., 528 F.2d 612 (5th Cir. 1976); Cities Serv.

Oil Co. v. Launey, 403 F.2d 537 (5th Cir. 1968).
256. Jensenius v. Texaco, Inc., 639 F.2d 1342 (5th Cir. Mar. 1981).
257. Citibank v. Data Lease Financial Corp., 645 F.2d 333 (5th Cir. May 1981).
258. Duncan v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 646 F.2d 1020 (5th Cir.

June 1981), cert. granted, 101 S. Ct. 394 (1981) (No. 81-252).
259. Collateral Control Corp. v. Deal (In re Covington Grain Co.), 638 F.2d 1357 (5th

Cir. Mar. 1981).
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A stay order is not appealable as an interlocutory order under
28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1).26

1 Jensenius v. Texaco'' reiterated the two
requirements established in 1962 for appealability under 28 U.S.C.
§ 1292(a)(1): 2

2 the action in which the order was made must have
been one which by its nature was an action at law, and the stay
must have been sought to permit the prior determination of some
equitable defense or counterclaim.' 5

The Fifth Circuit has also established that an order authoriz-
ing a prejudgment sale of collateral is a final order from which an
appeal can be taken. 4 The general provision that governs this
area is 28 U.S.C. § 1291. 2 " The Fifth Circuit in Citibank v. Data
Lease Financial Corp."6 stated that not all orders contemplating a
judgment sale are final and appealable; however, an order that di-
rects the immediate sale of specified property is in all respects a
final order for purposes of appeal.27 Under section 1291, appellate
review is limited to a determination of whether the district court
had jurisdiction to order a sale and whether the district court
abused its discretion in confirming the sale.' 6 Subsequently, such
an order can be attacked at any time, even years later, on the
ground that the court was without jurisdiction to order the sale.219

Section 1291 is also directed toward an order granting a dis-
qualification motion.270 This statute provides the major avenue of
federal appellate review of all final decisions and has generally
been interpreted as permitting appeal only from a judgment that

260. 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1) (1976) provides, "The courts of appeals shall have jurisdic-
tion of appeals from: (1) Interlocutory orders of the district courts of the United States, ...
granting, continuing, modifying, refusing or dissolving injunctions, or refusing to dissolve or
modify injunctions, except where a direct review may be had in the Supreme Court .

261. 639 F.2d 1342 (5th Cir. Mar. 1981).
262. Jackson Brewing Co. v. Clarke, 303 F.2d 844, 845 (5th Cir. 1962).
263. 639 F.2d at 1343.
264. Citibank v. Data Lease Financial Corp., 645 F.2d 333, 337 (5th Cir. May 1981).
265. 28 U.S.C. § 1291 (1976) provides, "The courts of appeals shall have jurisdiction of

appeals from all final decisions of the district courts of the United States ... except where
a direct review may be had in the Supreme Court."

266. 645 F.2d 333 (5th Cir. May 1981).
267. Id. at 337.
268. Id. at 338.
269. Id.
270. 28 U.S.C. § 1291 (1976); Duncan v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.,

646 F.2d 1020, 1024-26 (5th Cir. June 1981), cert. granted, 101 S. Ct. 394 (1981) (No. 81-
252).
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finally disposes of the action on the merits.27 ' The Supreme Court,
however, has recognized certain collateral orders which do not ter-
minate the action on the merits but are nevertheless appealable
"final decisions" under section 1291.27' To fall within the "collat-
eral order" exception, three elements must be met: (1) the order
must conclusively determine the disputed question; (2) it must re-
solve an important issue completely separate from the merits; (3)
and it must be effectively unreviewable on appeal from a final
judgment.

273

Because an order granting a motion to disqualify opposing
counsel is not a final judgment, it is appealable only if it satisfies
the three requirements. The Fifth Circuit held in Duncan v. Mer-
rill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.274 that orders both grant-
ing and denying motions to disqualify counsel met these require-
ments and are immediately appealable under section 1291.271

The court, in so holding, affirmed prior case law276 in using the
collateral order exception. Under this narrow exception to the final
judgment rule, an individual can appeal an otherwise unreviewable
issue. This is significant because the court has allowed the losing
party an opportunity to appeal a trial court order even though it
may not be considered a final judgment for purposes of appeal.
Therefore, justice will prevail by allowing the individual a second
chance to have his disputed point reviewed.

Under this same analysis, the Fifth Circuit in Collateral Con-
trol Corp. v. Deal (In re Covington Grain Co.)27 7 held that the
three requirements enunciated by the Supreme Court in Cohen v.
Beneficial Industrial Loan Corp. 8 provided the basis for review
of an order denying substitution of parties that would otherwise be
unreviewable.27' In Collateral Control Corp. the bankruptcy court

271. 646 F.2d at 1024 (quoting Coopers & Lybrand v. Livesay, 437 U.S. 463, 467
(1978); Catlin v. United States, 324 U.S. 229, 233 (1945)).

272. Cohen v. Beneficial Indus. Loan Corp., 337 U.S. 541, 546-47 (1949).
273. Id.
274. 646 F.2d 1020 (5th Cir. June 1981), cert. granted, 101 S. Ct. 394 (1981) (No. 81-

252).
275. Id. at 1026-27.
276. Musicus v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 621 F.2d 742 (5th Cir. 1980); Brennan's,

Inc. v. Brennan's Restaurants, Inc., 590 F.2d 168 (5th Cir. 1979).
277. 638 F.2d 1357 (5th Cir. Mar. 1981).
278. 337 U.S. 541 (1949). See notes 272-73 supra, and accompanying text.
279. Collateral Control Corp. v. Deal (In re Covington Grain Co.), 638 F.2d 1357 (5th

Cir. Mar. 1981).
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denied Collateral Control's petition to be substituted in bank-
ruptcy proceedings for the claims of farmers who recovered judg-
ments from it in a state court action.2 80 Collateral Control, for-
merly New York Terminal Warehouse Company (NYTCO),
entered into a field warehousing lease agreement with Covington
Grain, which later went bankrupt.8 Under the agreement,
NYTCO leased a warehouse from Covington and paid the book-
keeper's salary, but was reimbursed by Covington. 82 Covington
Grain filed for bankruptcy and was not allowed to enter into the
NYTCO proceedings filed by the farmers. NYTCO paid the judg-
ments in full and took no assignments of any of the claims filed in
the bankruptcy proceedings. 3 It filed a petition, however, seeking
to have itself substituted as a party claimant as the owner of the
claims of the farmers. The bankruptcy judge denied the substitu-
tions and the district court affirmed.2 8' When the denial was subse-
quently appealed, the appellee asserted as his primary argument
that an order denying a petition for substitution is not an appeala-
ble order.28 8 The Fifth Circuit rejected this contention and stated
that the order denying the petition for substitution is one having
operative finality which makes it reviewable under the Cohen col-
lateral order exception. 8 6

The fact that an order denying substitution of parties is not
an appealable order because it is based on the sound discretion of
the trial court287 is of little significance in light of the collateral
order doctrine. Previously, if a petition for substitution was de-
nied, it constituted a total bar to recovery for the individual, and
his recovery was subsequently beyond review. Consequently, the
Cohen collateral order exception was instituted with the intention
of covering just this type situation, the effect of which allows the
party an opportunity to have his denial reviewed.

J.L.C.

Kern Thompson
Janice L. Crosby

280. Id. at 1359.
281. Id. at 1358.
282. Id. at 1359.
283. Id.
284. Id.
285. Id.
286. Id. at 1360.
287. Virginia Land Co. v. Miami Shipbuilding Corp., 201 F.2d 506, 508 (5th Cir. 1953).
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